Seneca Update
By Russell Pangborn
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couple of days ago Jim Kelly
from the Buffalo Bills called
me to ask if I wanted to catch a
Bill’s game down at the Roger’s
Centre. Poor Jim. He wasn’t aware that
Matts Sundin already called me first a few
months ago. There are only so many sports
celebrities that a person can hang around
with. Actually, the truth is Matts rang me
up once and never made a second call. I’m
still waiting.

Most of us hate being interrupted at home
from a daily activity just to hear a pitch for
some product or service. It can be even more
irritating when the caller has such a thick
accent that they are hard to understand.
Although, sometimes this makes me feel
sorry for the person on the phone—how
do they ever make any sales? The worst
is when the disruption is an automated
call. “Press one if you want to hear how to
lower your interest rates”. Yeah—I enjoyed
making automated selections so much when
phoning Bell Telephone about my bill that
I jump for joy when the phone rings and a
recorded voice gives me a selection to make.

I have to admit; when Jim Kelly
called I was in the basement
on my exercise bike about 20
minutes into the workout. The
phone rang once and I realized
someone had taken the basement
portable phone upstairs. Darn!
It ran a second time and guilt
washed over me because this
might be an important call. It
rang a third time and I decided
to go for it. Let me tell you, legs
are really wobbly after cycling. My
ascent up the stairs wasn’t pretty. I
cursed the fact that the automated
answering machine picks up after
four rings—it should be set to at
least five. Finally, my receiver was
picked up by a gasping would be
athlete—and there was Jim Kelly,
a real athlete. … and… I wasn’t
even mad. Good marketing ploy!
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it. I also made a decision to choose iSeries Business Application
Developer and Database Developer as my specializations. So, I
took Business Applications using RPG IV and DB2 in my fifth
semester.”
Hui’s formula for success comes from being passionate about a
topic and then injecting some hard work into the study of that
topic. This has paid off for him. His transcript shows thirteen A+’s.
Most students would be glad to get a few A’s and Hui has plenty of
those to go with his thirteen A’s with distinction. This adds up to
an overall GPA of 4.0 at the time this piece is being written. He is
writing exams next week for his final six subjects and I expect more
of the same.
Hui is an avid photographer and when you see him he is likely to be
carrying his Canon 40D camera. That comes in handy for someone
who loves to travel. He has been to Thailand, Malaysia, and most
of the provinces in China. During that time there has been ample
opportunity to indulge in his favorite sport which is swimming. His
highlights have been snorkeling coral reefs with tropical fish.
During his time at Seneca, Hui spent one summer working as a
Web Programmer with Colleges Ontario. His goal as a graduate is
to find employment as an iSeries developer or a database developer.
Based on my experiences with him, he would be a valuable asset in
any company. 
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Program Your Retirement
By Amy Ho and Clinton Thomson

H

A Review of Simple Investment
Accumulation Strategies

ere is a reminder of some important strategies for
investors still in the long-term asset accumulation
phase. While these strategies are simple, their
application requires discipline.
1. After completing a financial review, assign dollar values
and timeframes to the things you want to achieve.
Assigning specific goals to your savings plans brings them
to life and helps to raise their priority.
2. Consider long-term savings as a non-negotiable budget
item like your mortgage payment or your hydro bill. The
money must be saved at some point, and the earlier you
start the easier it will be.
3. Invest on a regular basis rather than trying to come up
with a lump sum payment. It makes the process much
less painful, and may actually improve your investment
returns as a result of dollar-cost-averaging.
4. Don’t allow short-term investment performance to
influence your participation. As long as the investment
plan is appropriate, you should remain committed to
making your regular contributions. Investment growth is
only one part of the equation; your ongoing participation
is the other.
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5. Re-invest the refund created by RSP investing. This really
helps your long-term savings to snowball.
6. And finally...get started! Even if your eyes glaze over with
the thought of taking on the whole financial planning
process, start saving in some way, shape or form; even if
that means making a small monthly commitment to a
high interest savings account.
The preceding is a general overview of some of the strategies that
need to be considered when programming your retirement.
All cases should be dealt with on an individual basis and
investors should review their portfolio with their advisor when
dealing with specific
TG
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